


All gases have KE.
The temperature of the gas is a measure of the
KE that the gas has.
◦ Hotter temp = more KE = particles move faster

Mr. Sudbury











Cool a gas off and particles move slower.
“Absolute zero” is the theoretical temperature
at which all molecular movement stops.

The SI unit for temperature is Kelvin (K)
Another more common (metric) measurement
for temperature is Celsius (°C)
The English unit for temperature is Fahrenheit
(°F)
We must be able to convert between the 3
units.



Convert 293K to °C



Convert 212 °F to °C



Convert 78.9 °C to
K



Convert 34.5 °C to °F



How much air could
I hold in this 2 liter
bottle?
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Pressure (P) is defined as the force per unit
area on a surface



Force
P=
area






The SI unit for force is the Newton,
abbreviated N

If the dance stands
flat footed… all her
force is exerted
through the surface
of her feet.

If she stands on
one toe only, the
area is minimized,
the force remains
500N and the
pressure is
maximized.





EXAMPLE: If a ballet
dancer has a mass of
51 kg and gravity
pulls her downward.
Each 1 kg exerts a
downward force of
9.8 N.
Her total force is
500N



If she stands on her
toes, the area her
force is applied
gets smaller, but
her force remains
the same…



= more pressure…



Gas molecules exert pressure on any surface
the collide with.
The pressure exerted by the gas depends on
the volume, temperature, and number of
molecules present.
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The
atmospher
e exerts
pressure
on the
earth.
(N2 & O2)





A barometer is a
device used to
measure
atmospheric
pressure.
Torricelli created
the first
barometer…



Millimeters of Mercury (mm Hg)
torr in honor of Torricelli
Atmosphere of pressure (atm)



Pascal (Pa) or kilopascal (kPa)



STP is a uniform combination of temperature



and pressure which is used for the purpose of
comparison.
STP is 1 atm of pressure and 0°C




◦ The atmospheric pressure at sea level

1 atm =
760 mm Hg =
760 torr =
101.325 kPa =
101,325 Pa
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Convert 840 torr to atm



Convert 2.4 atm to mm Hg






Convert 3 atm to kPa


Temperature conversions.
Pressure conversions.

Convert 694 torr to kPa
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